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MANAGER-QUALITY

Job Code
200142

FLSA Status
E

Summary

Leads the site-specific Quality and Food Safety team and programs consistent with Corporate QFS and 
LIMS Governance and ISO Quality Systems for Laboratories, Sanitation and Finished Goods Quality, 
Food Safety and Regulatory Conformance.

Essential Functions
This job description reflects management’s assignment of essential functions; it does not prescribe or 
restrict the tasks that may be assigned.

• Responsible for Site HACCP program and ISO systems (FSSC 22000, Lab/LIMS) in alignment with 
Corporate QFS Policy and Standards.
• Manages QFS Regulatory inspections and investigations, in cooperation with site leadership and 
corporate QFS.
• Leads QFS internal site audit and any external certification audits, including training of site 
personnel, demonstration of verification to global and corporate standards, and documentation and 
completion of corrections or improvements needed.
• Manages and enlists winegrowing and operations alignment in quality system and HACCP 
requirements of raw materials, processing and finished product compliance.
• Participates in Laboratory Network with accountability for laboratory equipment reliability, 
laboratory quality systems performance, and lab/method performance, capacity, consistency and turn 
around time.
• Confers with management, customers and others in planning, scheduling and managing of quality 
assurance programs in accordance with customer requirements, specifications and production 
schedules.
• Manages and participates in the continuous evaluation and auditing of quality and food safety 
programs.
• Participates in development and implementation of statistical process control processes.
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• Manages and participates in the analysis of returned/defective products; prepares reports of 
findings and drives corrective action to prevent recurrence.
• Serves as site leader on corporate QFS leadership team, and for product incidents (site specific 
customer or consumer concerns).
• Directs and coordinates inspection, sampling, testing, and packaging of supplies/components and 
finished products.
• Utilizes quality feedback data from customers and consumers to drive continual improvement 
activities needed to achieve department strategic goals.
• Reviews data on product defects, product response plans and product dispositions; recommends 
and implements improvements.
• Implements HACCP, Laboratory and QFS system governance document revisions for new products or 
in establishing standards for these products prior to initial production.
• Implements successful vision/strategy through strong leadership skills.
• Develops or approves recommendations to change systems, policy governance; ensures timely and 
accurate implementation.
• Participates in department and interdepartmental planning and management teams and works 
cross-functionally to improve processes within organization.
• Develops and maintains operating budget and capital spending plan.
• Identifies and obtains staff capabilities needed to accomplish objectives.
• Monitors and ensures annual achievement of performance and development goals and objectives 
for her/himself and staff.
• Oversees personnel engaged in Quality and Food Safety, Sanitation, and Site Laboratories.
• Oversees and handles projects that have short to long term focus.
• Balances planning efforts with daily demands.
• Ensures GMP, Food Safety and Quality.
• Ensures employee conformance to established best practices and proper training of staff.

Supervisory Responsibilities

• Develops, coaches and mentors peers, indirect and subordinate staff.
• If accountable for the work of others, conducts performance evaluations; reviews and 
communicates salary adjustments; rewards employees or takes disciplinary action, as necessary; 
addresses complaints and resolves issues.

Qualifications
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. 
The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill and ability required. Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.

Minimum Qualifications
• Bachelor’s degree plus 5 years Plant Quality, Food Safety Manufacturing experience reflecting 
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increasing levels of responsibility to include supervisory or managerial experience; OR High School 
diploma or State-issued equivalency certificate plus 9 years Plant Quality, Food Safety Manufacturing 
experience reflecting increasing levels of responsibility to include supervisory or managerial 
experience.

Preferred Qualifications
• Bachelor’s degree in Engineering, Business Administration or Food Science plus 8 years of Plant 
Quality, Food Safety Manufacturing experience reflecting increasing levels of responsibility to include 
supervisory or managerial experience.
• Master’s degree.
• Experience reading, analyzing and interpreting common scientific and technical journals, financial 
reports and legal documents. Experience responding to common inquiries or complaints from 
customers, regulatory agencies or members of the business community. Experience writing speeches 
and articles for publication that conform to prescribed style and format. Experience effectively 
presenting information to top management, public groups and boards of directors.
• Skilled in applying advanced mathematical concepts such as exponents, logarithms, quadratic 
equations and permutations. Skilled in applying mathematical operations to such tasks as frequency 
distribution, determination of test reliability and validity, analysis of variance, correlation techniques, 
sampling theory and factor analysis.
• Experience defining problems, collecting data, establishing facts and drawing solid conclusions. 
Experience interpreting an extensive variety of technical instructions in mathematical or diagram form 
and deal with several abstract and concrete variables.
• Experience working with all levels and functions within the Company.

Physical Demands
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to 
successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to 
enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to use hands to finger, 
handle, or feel and talk or hear. The employee frequently is required to stand and walk. The employee 
is occasionally required to sit; reach with hands and arms; climb or balance; stoop, kneel, crouch, or 
crawl; and taste or smell. Required to lift 25 lbs. Specific vision abilities required by this job include 
close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and ability to adjust 
focus.

Work Environment
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee encounters 
while performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
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While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently exposed to wet or humid 
conditions and moving mechanical parts. The employee is occasionally exposed to high, precarious 
places; toxic or caustic chemicals; outside weather conditions; extreme heat; risk of electrical shock; 
and vibration. The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate.


